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Have you ever dreamed of owning a beautiful, crystal clear aquarium filled with schools of lively,

graceful fish, with gentle bubbles flowing peacefully behind them? How about enjoying it all with

very little care? After 25 Years of caring for aquariums, discovering the best methods and helping

thousands of fish hobbyists, Laurren Schmoyer decided to put into print the knowledge, the secrets

and the tips he learned from his aquarium store and aquarium service company.You can use

Laurren's foolproof, straightforward, easy-to-understand blueprint for setting up, keeping and

maintaining your own beautiful aquarium. It is called Your New Freshwater Aquarium: A Step By

Step Guide to Creating and Keeping a Stunning Saltwater Aquarium and It ensures a perfect

environment to keep your fish healthy and thriving. In this guide you will learn about the equipment

necessary to setup your aquarium; it also includes professional advice on the three types of filtration

you must have for your aquarium to thrive. This guide will help take the guess-work out of stocking

your new aquarium with examples of fully-stocked aquariums containing hardy, compatible colorful

fish for various size aquariums. The guide explains how many fish to add when you first set up your

aquarium, when to add more and even what fish can make up a well-stocked aquarium.You will

learn the most efficient way to care for and maintain your aquarium. These are exact techniques

and instructions that my professional service technicians use. There are more - tons more -of expert

tips throughout the guide.If you want to create your own beautiful relaxing aquarium stocked with

schools of colorful fish and a gentle stream of air bubbles, then you need to order your own copy of

Your New Freshwater Aquarium: A Step By Step Guide to Creating and Keeping a Stunning

Saltwater Aquarium right now!
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This book is exactly what I was looking for. It gave me the steps to set up and care for a freshwater

aquarium. I also like that it gives a great selection of fish to add to my aquarium. The book has a lot

of good information and helpful tips. I recommend it to anyone starting or who wants to learn more

about keeping freshwater fish.

I am getting up to speed before I purchase a new aquarium and have now purchased 9 books to

re-learn the hobby. Laurren does a very good job in taking you through the necessary steps. I

recommend his book.

This book was great! It was incredibly useful in helping me understand what I need to set up and

take care of a freshwater aquarium. It is easy to understand and follow with good advice and

information about tanks and fish. You can tell the author knows what he is talking about and has lots

of experience with this field. I highly recommend this book for anyone wanting to start or keep a

freshwater aquarium.

This book provides a very good foundation in understanding the basics of aquarium setup, fish

selection and maintenance. What benefited me the most was the excellent introduction to the

nitrogen cycle. Explained well for the beginner, providing a great platform from which to learn more.
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